
R
amona Benitez McClleland,
or Bebet, a retired IBM
professional turned social
entrepreneur, was our
speaker at the last MWF
meeting. Inspired by her son
Bryan, the social entre-

preneur behind the successful bamboo bike
[www.bambike.com], she wanted to start
something that would help the women from
the same community that Bryan was helping.

Tying up with Gawad Kalinga, a foundation
with an award winning approach to fighting
poverty, Bebet decided to help by coming up
with a livelihood program for the women of
these communities. Her first consideration was
the materials that the women would use. She
wanted to create something made from
materials that were easily sourced, and that the
women could work on from home and will not
require a big investment for them.

Bebet came up with the idea of creating
fashion accessories using paper mache, a long-
time Philippine tradition that dates back to
Spanish times. It’s an art form that most
Filipinos are familiar with, and it is often used
in various fiestas or festivals throughout the
Philippines. The beads are made used
newspapers and magazines, using paper
mache techniques. These are patiently rolled,
sun dried, polished, and finished with metallic
eco green paint and multiple coats of non-
toxic seal. (Continued on page 2)

At the MWF meeting on April 20, 2015:
Ramona Benitez McClleland (Bebet) with

some items from the Benitez Collection.

Fashion for a Cause:
Benitez Collection

By Junie Luisa Navarro

Making beautiful jewelry and
committing to “leave no one behind.”
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Bebet started with four women who
were all friends from the community
that Bryan was already helping in
Tarlac. She is now working with
nineteen women, ten from the original
community, seven from their vacation
place in Batangas, and two from Abra
in the northern part of the Philippines.
Her current market is in the U.S. so her
work is focused on creating items that

are beautiful and marketable there. She
claims to be an accidental designer,
and would initially ask her friends for
help with some of the designs of the
jewelry. They are in fact very beautiful
and has earned her recognition from
the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston by
being featured in the museum shop.

She also became a member of an
Artisans Group in the U.S., and this
gave her a chance to participate in
several trade shows. She was also very
fortunate in getting adopted into a
market incubation program by people
she met in the trade shows.

In Gawad Kalinga, Bebet learned
one very important lesson: “

” which means “leave no one
behind.” So she shared her good
fortune by introducing like-minded
women to the same incubation program
and successfully getting several of
these artisans from the Philippines into
the same program.

Her simple desire to help out has
really paid off. She has created
opportunities for less privileged
women in the Philippines, and she has
managed to bring more Filipino
products to the U.S. One of the high
points of her success came one day
when she was shown a beautiful
motorized tricycle. The women she has
helped had purchased it by using their
their earnings from their small business
venture. They proudly told her that
they intend to use it for collection,
deliveries, and expansion of their
business.

Jewelry items from the Benitez
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is a
cross-cultural network for women. It
provides opportunities to build friend-
ships, talk to women of various cultures,
and share information about resources.
Our meetings are intended to provide
intellectual stimulation and lead to
personal and professional development.
All women are welcome to join. The
current officers are: , Chair;

, Treasurer and Membership;
, Newsletter;

, Message Board Moderator;
, Membership;

, Message Board;
, Message Board.

Cost of membership is P300 per year.
Members receive a copy of the current
mailing list, and the newsletter which is
also sent to non-members. A contribution
of P50 is collected from non-members at
each monthly meeting. For more infor-
mation about MWF, please contact Lisa
Lumbao at Tel. 813-0168 or at
lisa.lumbao@gmail.com.
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Collection may be purchased online
from www.benitezcollection.etsy.com.
Purchases made from there will help:
(a) provide a livelihood to women
from less privileged communities in
the Philippines; (b) help save the
environment because the pieces use
recycled materials and non-toxic
finishing material; and (c) support
community development projects in
partnership with Gawad Kalinga.
Anyone interested may also contact
Bebet by emailing benitez.collection
@gmail.com. n

Papier-mâché or paper mache
(French [papje maʃe]; English
/ˌpæpi.e& ˈmæʃe&/ or /ˌpe&pər
məˈʃe&/), French for “chewed
paper”, is a composite material
consisting of paper pieces or pulp,
sometimes reinforced with
textiles, bound with an adhesive,
such as glue, starch, or wallpaper
paste.

One method for making papier-
mâché makes uses paper pulp
obtained by soaking or boiling
paper to which glue is then
added.The paper is left in water at
least overnight to soak, or boiled
in abundant water until the paper
dissolves in a pulp. The excess
water is drained, an adhesive is
added and the papier-mâché
applied to a form or, especially
for smaller or simpler objects,
sculpted to shape.
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